Phylogeographic approaches are commonly used to understand historical-biogeographic 11 patterns in the distribution of haplotypes. However, the emphasis of most tools lies on 12 describing spatial patterns of genetic variation and assess how large are haplotypic differences 13 among populations. An evaluation of the relative influence of environmental factors 14 compared to pure neutral process of haplotypic distribution -a question of great interest for 15 molecular ecologists -is less investigated, in part because appropriate tools are lacking. Here, 16
useful to uncover hidden patterns of haplotypic distribution, not easily detected using 24 traditional methods. Using a plant species as study case, we demonstrate by means of 25
HaploVectors that, even though the distribution of plant haplotypes was associated with 26 different biogeographic regions of the Brazilian Cerrado biome, such association was not 27 mediated by evolutionary relationships among haplotypes. The applicability of HaploVectors 28 is broad, ranging from the pure pattern exploration and discrimination of genetic populations, 29
Introduction 35
A complete understanding of the historical and biogeographic patterns of species distribution 36 benefits from the connection between micro and macroevolution, a major goal of the field of 37 phylogeography (Avise, 1987; Avise, 2009 ). Since the middle 1990's, the number of studies 38 using molecular markers to understand phylogeographical patterns is increasing at astonishing 39 rates (Beheregaray, 2008; Turchetto-Zolet, Pinheiro, Salgueiro & Palma-Silva, 2013). 40 Accordingly, the number of molecular markers used increased from single locus to multiple 41 genome regions (Freeland, 2014 essential descriptive nature present in its infancy. Still, the development of analytical tools to 50 integrate the ecological thinking into phylogeography has lagged behind the ever-increasing 51 number of molecular loci discovered and the numerous tools focused on spatial genetics (e.g., 52
Templeton, 2004; Miller, 2005; Epperson, 2005) . In the era of multiple molecular markers 53 and genomics in phylogeography, new analytical tools are imperative to better understand the 54 increasingly complex phylogeographical patterns, to compare results from different loci, and 55 to uncover environmental correlates of genetic distribution in the 'twilight zone' (Diniz-Filho 56 et al., 2008). 57 distance measured among them (e.g. number of character differences -Hamming distance). 82
The use of MJN has been grown exponentially since its development (Kong et al., 2015) . 83
Moreover, the network representation used to explore evolutionary relatedness among 84 haplotypes do not allow neither a clear visualization of haplotype co-occurrence within sites 85 nor general trends in haplotype distribution across space. 86
Phylogenetic eigenvectors have been used to express the variation of phylogenetic 87 beta diversity (or simply phylobetadiversity) among an array of localities (Duarte, 2011 
Materials and Methods 110

Haplotypic eigenvectors 111
Haplotypic eigenvector analysis and hypotheses tests based on null models were implemented 112 Performing principal coordinates on P generates haplotypic eigenvectors, which 152 decompose the total variation in the haplotypic composition across the set of localities into 153 independent fractions proportional to its respective eigenvalue λ. Those eigenvectors 154 representing the higher amount of variation in P can be used to explore major trends in 155 haplotype distribution across the localities. Those localities sharing most haplotypes will 156
show similar scores, and therefore will group to each other in the scatter plot. Thus, this 157 scatter plot allows simultaneously explore evolutionary links among haplotypes and localities. 158
The function 'HaploVectors' also allows analyzing multiple environmental, 159 biogeographic or spatial determinants of haplotype distribution across a set of localities, and 160 therefore is a useful tool for robust hypothesis test in phylogeography. procrustean adjustment (Jackson, 1995) and fitted values between observed and null 195 eigenvectors are obtained; 4) take null DP or selected adjusted null eigenvectors as response 196 variable in ADONIS or OLS, respectively, using E as predictor, and compute Fnull values; 5) 197 generating a set of Fnull to get the probability under the null hypothesis (H0 = FObs ≤ Fnull); 6) 198 defining a probability under the null hypothesis. 199
By performing both null model tests, two probability values are generated. Previous 200 analyses using simulated data demonstrated that both null models show appropriate type I 201 error and statistical power (Duarte et al., 2016) . Using site shuffle, whenever the null 202 hypothesis is rejected, we conclude that E affects the distribution of haplotypes across a set of 203 localities (hypothesis 1). Then we proceed to test for the hypothesis 2 (via network shuffle). If 204 the null hypothesis is rejected, we conclude that the influence of E on the distribution of 205 haplotypes across the localities depends on the evolutionary relatedness among them. In Fig.  206 1 we illustrate the expected distribution of haplotypes and the respective probabilities 207 generated under site and network shuffle models. 208
Application using empirical datasets 209
We demonstrate the application of HaploVectors in phylogeographical analyses through two 210 (Table 1) . Although AMOVA pointed out genetic differentiation among sites located at 225 three different Cerrado regions (Central, Northeast and Southeastern; P < 0.001), the results 226 of the network analysis visually suggested that the phylogenetic relationships among 227 haplotypes did not match the geographical distribution of the lineages (Fig. 2a) . 228
We analyzed the variation in the distribution of haplotypes across the biogeographic 229 regions of the Cerrado using HaploVectors approach. Our hypotheses propose that (1) the 230 spatial distribution of haplotypes varies among the different biogeographic regions of the 231
Cerrado biome, and that (2) the biogeographic distribution of haplotypes across the Cerrado 232 regions depends on the evolutionary relationships among them. We tested these hypotheses 233 using ADONIS, based on haplotypic dissimilarities between localities (DP), and OLS using 234 haplotypic eigenvectors. For ADONIS, we computed matrix P using log-transformed 235 frequencies of haplotypes per site (matrix W) and square-rooted Hamming distances between 236 haplotypes (matrix DN). Haplotypic dissimilarities between sites were computed using 237
Euclidean distances. The same three biogeographic regions of Cerrado were taken as a 238 categorical predictor in the analysis (matrix E). For OLS, we first computed haplotypic 239 eigenvectors (haplovectors) based on DP. Haplovectors containing more than 5% of total 240 information in P were taken as response variables in linear models, while E was used as 241 predictor. 242 (Fig. 2c) did not allow a clear congruence between the geographic distribution of 252 phylogenetic lineages and river basins, although AMOVA found significant genetic 253 differentiation among river basins (Table 1) . For this dataset we performed similar analyses as 254 described for E. dysenterica. 255
Results
256
For analyses performed using E. dysenterica dataset, ADONIS indicated that sites occurring 257 at the same biogeographic region of the Cerrado biome share more haplotypes with each other 258 than with sites located at different regions (Psite shuffle = 0.001, Table 1) ; nonetheless, such 259 difference in haplotype composition is not related with evolutionary relatedness among 260 haplotypes (Pnetwork shuffle = 0.973). The two first haplovectors (Fig. 2b) , containing 32% and 261 17% of total variation in haplotype composition of sites, respectively, indicated association 262 between haplotype distribution across sites and biogeographic regions (Psite shuffle < 0.02). The 263 first haplovector shows a separation of populations from Southeast Brazil (green circles) from 264 other regions (Fig. 2b) , which relies only on haplotype composition, but not evolutionary 265 relatedness among haplotypes (Pnetwork shuffle = 0.936). On the other hand, the second 266 haplovector discriminated some populations from Northeast Brazil from other regions (Fig.  267   2b) . In this case, an evolutionary signal in the association between haplotype composition of 268 sites and biogeographic regions was detected (Pnetwork shuffle = 0.024), based mostly on the 269 evolutionary path from haplotype one to 19 to 11 (Figs. 2a, 2b) . 270
For the Mauritia flexuosa dataset, ADONIS rejected null hypothesis for both site 271 shuffle and network shuffle null models ( Table 1 ), indicating that haplotype composition 272 differed between river basins (Psite shuffle = 0.01), and that such difference was mediated by 273 evolutionary relatedness between haplotypes (Pnetwork shuffle = 0.005). For this dataset, only the 274 first haplovector (Fig. 2d) , containing 42% of total variation in haplotype composition of 275 sites, indicated association between haplotype distribution across sites and river basins (Psite 276 shuffle = 0.021), which was mediated by evolutionary relatedness between haplotypes (Pnetwork 277 shuffle = 0.007). The first haplovector showed a clear separation between populations located in 278
Amazon (left side of the plot in Fig. 2d ), which were related to haplotypes seven and eight 279 (Fig. 2c) , and Araguaia/Tocantins basins (right side of the plot in Fig. 2d ), mostly associated 280 with haplotypes one to five. 281
Discussion 282
Current implemented methods for phylogeographical analyses treat haplotypic frequency 283 across localities over a given environmental gradient/factor and phylogenetic relationships 284 among those haplotypes in disconnected manners, lacking a clear conceptual framework to 285 integrate both. Haplovectors provide such integration, allowing disentangling the 286 environmental or biogeographic influence on haplotypic distribution and assessing whether 287 that distribution is resulting from the evolutionary relationship among haplotypes. In cases 288
where AMOVA (Excoffier et al., 1992) and analyses using haplotype networks (e.g., 289
Templeton, 1998) reveal contradicting results of haplotypic distributions, we propose that 290
HaploVectors can elucidate the conundrum. 291
In the first example (E. dysenterica dataset) we found that the influence of 292 biogeographic regions at structuring haplotypes is independent from the evolutionary 293
shows that biogeographic regions are indeed structuring haplotypes (i.e. different haplotypes 295 can be found in different regions, implying few haplotypes occurring in more than one 296 region), however, inside any given biogeographic region, haplotypes are not the closely 297 related to each other based on the phylogenetic relationships among haplotypes. This means 298 that phylogenetic closely related haplotypes occur in distinct biogeographic regions, and each 299 biogeographic region comprises exclusive haplotypes from multiple evolutionary origins. 300
Different from that observed in E. dysenterica dataset, for the M. flexuosa dataset we 301 found that haplotype composition differed between river basins and this difference was 302 associated with the evolutionary relatedness among haplotypes. This reveals that haplotypes 303 that occur in the same river basins are more phylogenetically related than those that occur in 304 different river basins. These interpretations provided by HaploVectors solve the apparent 305 paradox found in the results of previous analyses in both cases: the AMOVA found 306 haplotypic differences among biogeographic regions and river basins; however, the 307 haplotypic network failed to revel a clear structured haplotypic distribution over the same 308
regions. The null model tests implemented in HaploVectors permit treating the haplotype 309 frequency across localities on a given environmental factor, independently from the 310 phylogenetic similarities among haplotypes. The combination of both tests in a joint approach 311 allows for tracing a complete picture of the evolutionary history of populations. 312
We hope that this approach will be useful in all cases where the distribution of 313 haplotypes is hypothesized to be under the influence of an environmental or biogeographic 314 factor. These questions are likely to be encountered with increasingly frequency by molecular 315 ecologists and phylogeographers. 316
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